ICC Agenda for Tuesday April 28, 2015
NHE 106
9:00 a.m.

ICC Members:
AMP: Jenà Burges, Matthew Dean, Mary Glenn, David Greene, Chris Hopper, (Matthew Hurst), Cindy Moyer, Scott Paynton, Sarah Philips, Rick Zechman
CDC: Jodie Slack, Ricardo Febre, Gregg Gold, Bruce O’Gara, Anne Paulet, Clint Rebik
GEAR: Mary Dingle
APC: Monty Mola
Students: Patric Esh, Mike Kirakosyan
Minutes-taker: Kyle McInnis

1. Approval of Minutes

2. Consent Calendar

14-307
EMP 620: Ecosystems and Society - change C-class from C-7 to C-5. This change is a correction - the course has been misclassified for years. This correction will reduce the WTUs from 3.9 to 3.0.

-------------------------
14-309
FOR 210: Forest Measurements - change course title to Forest measurements and Biometry to better reflect course content.

-------------------------
14-310
FOR 331: Silvics - change pre-reqs: drop Stats 100 or 105 because Stats courses are no longer required for the degree (students learn needed stats in FOR 210). Add BOT 105 to ensure that students have the needed background to understand the tree anatomy and physiology covered in 331.

-------------------------
14-312
FOR 431: Forest restoration: change prereqs from "a course in ecology" to FOR 131 or 315. Majors will take FOR 131, minors have 315 as part of the minor - both will enable students to have the needed background for the course.

-------------------------
14-313
FOR 432: Silviculture - Add FOR 222 as a pre-requisite because students need the information in 222 in 432.

-------------------------
14-318
ENGR 455: Engineered Natural Treatment Systems: change pre-reqs drop ENGR 115 because the knowledge from 115 is not needed for success in the course; add ENGR 351 and 416 because students DO need that knowledge for success in 455. Drop BIOL 105 as a pre-req because it's already a pre-req for ENGR 351. These changes are intended to help students move more successfully through the major.

3. AMP

Note: Item still for discussion/resolution: Issues with the “X” prefix – can we create “X101L”? 

GSP Certificates
Resolved: That the University Senate of Humboldt State University recommends to the Provost that two new self-support Geospatial Certificates, as described in Curriculum forms 14-148, be approved; and be it further

Resolved: That Academic Oversight for the Certificate will reside with the GSP Steering Committee.

Rationale: The ICC is convinced that the curriculum for this certificate is sound, and that there should be sufficient student interest in the program. All new Certificate programs are offered through Extended Education (self-support) which means that if enrollment is not sufficient, the program will not be offered.

A summary of the curriculum:

**Basic Geospatial Certificate**
- GSP X101/X101L: Geospatial Concepts
- GSP X216: Intro to Remote Sensing
- GSP X270: Intro to GIS
- GSP X316: Cartography
- GSP X370: Intermediate GIS
Total: 15 units

These will all be offered as online, self-support, 8-week courses. Students will be able to complete the Certificate in one year.

**Advanced Geospatial Certificate**
- GSP X326: Intermediate Remote Sensing
- GSP X330: Mobile Mapping
- GSP X426: Cartographic Practicum

Plus 6 units to be chosen from
- GSP X318: Geospatial Programming
- GSP X416: Advanced Cartography
- GSP X470: Advanced GIS
- GSP X570: Geospatial Modelling

Total: 13 units

At first students wishing to complete this certificate will enroll in existing face-to-face GSP courses through Open University. (These courses do have sufficient space available to make that possible.) Eventually, the goal is to have online, fully self-support versions of these courses as well.

4. CDC
14-145
Music 460 New Course Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes this C78 [Non-traditional instruction, examination, or evaluation where workload is assigned] one unit course (repeated up to 4 times) as part of an overhaul of a number of performance/instruction courses. Music 460 would provide additional lesson credit for those exceptional students doing double the amount of practice and performing as would be expected for students enrolled in 400-level studio lessons. It accompanies a number of course reduction proposals (1-3 to 1 unit) for a number of studio performance courses at the intermediate and advanced level. It would not replace any current courses and would be offered every semester. Currently all studio lessons are offered in one, two, and three unit sections, though most students take only the one unit section. Still, all three sections are offered and are scheduled each semester. By eliminating the mostly unused sections, staff time is reduced, and this course is available for those exceptional students who deserve the extra unit (total then of 2 units of studio instruction). No extra WTU or resources are anticipated except for a slight amount of Chair involvement. Students must be co-enrolled in an appropriate studio course to be approved for this course. It is anticipated that a substantial reduction in scheduling workload for staff will be achieved. This proposal has the Chair’s approval. A syllabus accompanied this proposal. I approve this proposal: Gregg Gold
Music 436 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio String Bass, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes for just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 220 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Piano, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes for just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 221 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Voice, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes for just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 222 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Flute, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes for just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 223 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Oboe, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes for just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 224 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Clarinet, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes for just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold
Music 225 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Bassoon, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 226 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Saxophone, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 227 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Trumpet, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 228 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Horn, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 229 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Trombone, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 230 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Euphonium, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

Music 231 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Tuba, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

-------------------------
14-162
Music 232 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Percussion, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

-------------------------
14-163
Music 233 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Violin, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

-------------------------
14-164
Music 234 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Viola, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

-------------------------
14-165
Music 235 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Cello, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

-------------------------
14-166
Music 236 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio String Bass, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold

-------------------------
14-167
Music 237 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Guitar, Intermediate which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course,
MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 Music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. This change has been approved by the Department Chair, and College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

14-168
Music 420 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Piano, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 Music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

14-169
Music 421 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Voice, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

14-170
Music 422 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Flute, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

14-171
Music 423 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Oboe, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

14-172
Music 424 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Clarinet, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

14-173
Music 425 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Bassoon, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson
classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

-------------------------
14-174
Music 426 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Saxophone, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

-------------------------
14-175
Music 427 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Trumpet, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

-------------------------
14-176
Music 428 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Horn, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

-------------------------
14-177
Music 429 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music proposes that Studio Trombone, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

-------------------------
14-178
Music 430 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes that Studio Euphonium, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

-------------------------
14-179
Music 431 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes that Studio Tuba, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.
Music 432 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes that Studio Percussion, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

Music 433 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes that Studio Violin, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

Music 434 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes that Studio Viola, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

Music 435 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes that Studio Cello, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

Music 437 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes that Studio Guitar, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

Music 438 Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes that Studio Composition, Advanced which is an S48 classification be changed from the current variable 1-3 unit course to a 1-unit course. Music has proposed a new course, MUS 460: Extended Repertoire that will enable students who are doing a lot of practicing and performing to obtain additional lesson units. With the approval of MUS 460 music wishes to reduce all standard lesson classes to just one unit. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.
Music 107C Course Change Proposal
The Department of Music Proposes that Calypso Band which is a C10 classification (Musical Activity Small Group) be changed from the current variable 1-2 unit course to a 1-unit course. The rationale is that most students take it for one unit (because of unit caps), and the department does not feel there is enough work for two units. By only offering a one unit option it will reduce confusion among students about which section to enroll, and staff time as no extra (lightly used) sections will need to be offered. The Department Chair, and the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Dean have approved this change. I also approve this change, Gregg Gold.

-------------------------
14-253
This program change removes CS 111 (Computer Science Foundations 1 from Math Minor in Applied Mathematics. This would reduce the Applied Mathematics minor by 4 units. The department believes that this would make the minor attractive to more students.
Recommendation: Approval (Bruce O'Gara)

-------------------------
14-254
This program change removes CS 111 (Computer Science Foundations 1 from Math Minor in Mathematics. This would reduce the Mathematics minor by 4 units. The department believes that this would make the minor attractive to more students.
Recommendation: Approval (Bruce O'Gara)